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GMC Trail Management Committee 
GMC Montpelier Section 
April 2, 2002 
Naming of new shelter to replace Gorham Lodge 

The Montpelier Section, whose Long Trail responsibilities include Bamforth Ridge and its 
overnight facilities, presents these names for the new log shelter to be built this summer as 
replacement for Gorham Lodge. As the new shelter location is further north and down the Ridge 
and because it is to be a different type of structure, we prefer not to repeat the historic Gorham 
name. 

We present three possible names in our own order of preference. We believe all names 
adhere to the GMC naming guidelines in the Long Trail System Management Plan (March 2001). 

Proposed Names for the New Log Shelter on Bamforth Ridge, 
to Replace Gorham Lodge 

1. BAMFORTH RIDGE SHELTER 
Continues and respects the common name for this part of Camel's Hump. Bamforth Ridge was 
named for Eugene L. Bamforth (1895-1970), trail worker 1930-1960s, member of Board of 
Trustees, and GMC vice president. Engineer from New York State, retired to Vermont. 
Acknowledges the New York Section and its contributions in building and maintaining the Long 
Trail on Camel's Hump over many years. 

2. BOULDER RIDGE SHELTER 
Describes the geography/topography of the new site which is characterized by boulders and birch 
trees. One possible drawback to this name is the double use of the word 'ridge,' for Bamforth 
Ridge and Boulder Ridge, in the same area of Camel's Hump. 

3. DAVID MORSE (1914-1999) SHELTER 
Much revered member of the Montpelier Section. Active GMC member from 1962 until his death. 
Tireless trail worker, scout for LT relocations, trail adopter south of Camel' s Hump, privy 
adopter (he adopted the GMC's first composting privy, at Sterling Pond), trail sign maker, 
frequent section trip leader at all times of year, friend and visitor to caretakers in Camel's Hump 
and Mount Mansfield areas, volunteer driver for aspiring end-to-enders, section officer, served on 
section committees and the GMC Trails and Shelters Committee, member of GMC Board of 
Directors, GMC honorary life member. LT end-to-ender (#460 in 1971), Adirondack 46'er. All
round outdoorsman, track star in youth. Glider pilot in WW II, employed by furniture store until 
he retired. Camel's Hump was Dave's 'backyard,' he made a point of hiking it on every birthday. 
Note: Naming the shelter for David should be dependent on approval from his children. 


